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The Woosiem Voice
I.S. is over! Seniors rejoiced on Monday

THE

FINE

PRINT

Ar ou nil
n amp us
V Applications lor 1997-9Judicial Board positions will
be distributed at the mandatory Open HouseGroup Interviews help Wed.. April 9
8

from 6:30 to 9 p.m. in

i

Babcock's formal lounge. Call
Carolyn Buxton ix2545) with
questions.
J-Bo-

ard

V

This Thursday, the

Re-

sources Planning Committee
round-tabl- e
w ill occur at 4 p.m.
in Lean Lecture.
V Kenneth J. Gergcn will address 'Technology, Self and
the Moral Project" at 7:30 p.m.
on Thursday in Lean.

Applications for the Sciences and Humanities and the
International Programs are due
by Monday at 4 p.m. in the
Housing Office.
V

V

Susan Koppelman speaks
on The Sacred Nature of Stories" in Wishart Lean at 7:30
p.m. on .Wednesday.
V

Africa Week begins

Wednesday and runs through
Sunday of next week.
V

Two seniors were selected
as Watson Fellows in
Wooster's second year of participation in the program.

Lawrence B artel and Meredith
Ridl were among only 60 students nationwide to have their
proposals accepted. Each will
indepenconduct a year-lon- g
dent study in a foreign coun-

try, using the grant money.
V

The Wooster Christian Fellowship will present a Passion
Play today at 6 p.m. on the
south side of Kauke.
V

Dr. William Morgan will

offer a Women In Science

Friday, March 28, 1997

ANOTHER GOOD FRIDAY

Volume CXIII, Issue 21

fo-

rum on Monday." Dinner will
begin at 6 p.m. in the Lowry
Faculty Lounge, and discussion about "From Egg to
Adult: The Machinery of Animal Development" will start
at 6:30 p.m.

Seniors gather outside
Kauke Arch Monday
afternoon prior to their
annual triumphant march
across campus to celebrate
turning in their I.S. projects.
The march has been a
Wooster tradition since 1988,
when it was introduced by
then Dean of Faculty Glenn
Bucher and Vice President
for Academic Affairs Donald
Harward. The march is one
of the few campus events
that brings an entire class
together. In this forty-nint- h
year of I.S., the registrar
handed out 389 buttons to
grateful seniors. Now they
can look forward to orals
before taking that final walk
through the arch on
graduation day, May 12.
For more visuals, please see
the I.S. Spectacular on pages
6 and 7.
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Election decision made and reversed by SGA

Much debate and confusion surrounds proposed change in election dates
DAWN PACKER
Upcoming SGA elections were
the main topic of discussion at
Wednesday night's meeting. As of
now, the election consists of one
contested race, that of five persons
competing for the three Campus
seats.
Council
The senate voted unanimously to
change the date of the election to
April 15,adecision which wasover-turne- d
on Thursday due to questions of legality. The process was
complicated by the absence of 12
General Assembly members, including President Stephen Penrod 97
and presidential candidate Pat Watts
'99, who are at the Model United
Nations convention.
At the time of the meeting. Chair
of the Election Committee Jackie
Gray '00 offered the list of candidates (see box, page 2). Both Watts
and Kristen Demaline '98 had turned
in petitions for the position of president Unrecognized discussion durat-lar- ge

ing the meeting revealed that

Demaline plans to withdraw from
the. race, a fact Demaline had discussed with Senator Megan Doney
97 but has not yet formally con

firmed to Gray.
This is terrible," Senator Jim
Morse '97 said of the lack of competition. "It represents an
high of apathy." He suggested
bumping the election date back two
to three weeks from the original
April 1 date as well as extending the
all-ti-

me

had also attended the first pulicity
meeting and were therefore eligible
to run. He thought it would be
unfair not to give some sort of advantage to those students who were
"on the ball."
e
To compensate for the
change to the election plans, the
short-notic-

deadline for

oX'Ts"
licit more

pe- -

titions

for

?.

"This is terrible,"SenatorJim
Morse '97 Said Of the lack Of
competition. "It represents an

lieved that

election dates were regulated within
and discussion
the SGA
ensued as to proper procedure for
in order
suspension of said
to allow a change in date. The
senate agreed to suspend the bylaws in question in order to move
the date.
With the election moved to April
15 and the new petition deadline set
at April 4, one more adjustment was
made. Another requirement of those
students wishing to run for a position is attendance at a publicity
meeting which details regulations
for campaigning. According to SGA
s,

by-la-

Z.

dates already

?1prov'd.

high of apathy."

oil-tim- e

by-law-

Senate
J !k.l

ws

,icity 'mme
diately; persons entering the race
now will have to wait until after the

April 7 publicity meeting. "So
maybe that will sort of compensate
for the fact that these people will
scream and yell at us a lot," Friedman said.
The extra time will also allow
SGA to give the election itself more
exposure. Morse noted that all but
one candidate was from within student government and cited this fact
as evidence that the race had been
poorly publicized.
"I'm the chair of the Publicity
Committee," said Senator Leslie

Knapp '99, "and I was never asked
to make a sign and I never saw a sign
... I think there was one uncontested
race last year and I think it was
because the election was advertised so much."
In a Wednesday night phone interview, Penrod said of the changes,
"It would have been nice if I had
been informed." He said that the
lack of candidates "has more to do
with apathy in the junior class than
anything else."

Watts had not known that
Demaline planned to withdraw, leaving him the sole presidential candidate at this point. About the change
in election date, he is not concerned
with its affect on his personal campaign: "I'm prepared to run against
anyone," he said in another phone
interview. He objected to the procedure by which the decision was made
and said that "it is totally wrong and
Watts stated that
unacceptable."
"SGA should not get a bad rap about
this; certain members should."
Amer Malik "97. who had acted
as president and parliamentarian at
please see SGA ELECTION
DEBATE, page 2

News

Page 2

Campus and community life

News Briefs

Diversity issues, grades and College

CAMPUS

ALLEN WARD

President Sun Hales has recommended Barbara Hetrick for the position
of Vice President for Academic Affairs.. The staff and faculty will vote on
this recommendation on Monday; if they pass the suggestion. Hales will
take it to the April 5 Board ofTrustees meeting. The trustees approval will
finalize the position for whichever candidate is chosen.
A fire alarm was set off in Kenarden on March 21 because of smoke
coming from a plastic container in a microwave. The Wooster Fire
Department responded to the alarm, and there was no permanent damage.
Early Tuesday morning the Holden fire alarm was also set off, and the
Wooster Fire Department responded. Approximately 80 students exited
the building. The fire department ordered that the second floor rooms be
checked, and Security checked 16 of those rooms and found 23 students
who refused to respond to the alarm. The room numbers of those students
were recorded in the Security report of the incident, and those students are
now facing fines from the fire department. According to Joe Kirk, head of
security, the College is still discussing the appropriate punishment in
It is a fire department regulation that
conjunction with the
everyone must evacuate a building during a fire alarm.
fire-departme-

nt.

1

1

President Clinton has decided to send special envoy Dennis B. Ross
back to the Middle East to try to halt the violence there, senior American
officials said this week. American officials fear that the fragile peace talks-- ,
between Israel and Palestine may be breaking up following Israel's
decision to build a housing complex in East Jerusalem. The United States
have urged Yassir Arafat to crack down on terrorism and have warned him
that he was taking unnecessary by letting guerrillas out of Palestinian jails.
President Netanyahu, of Israel, has accused him of giving terrorists the
"green light" to bomb Israelis. American officials are also upset with
Netanyahu's actions and suggested that he had not thought of the consequences of breaking ground for the new housing.
Hetrick: Dawn Packer. Fires: Eileen Imada, Jamie Mapes. International: Allen Ward, with information from the "New York Times. "

SGA election debate
the Wednesday meeting, said on
Thursday that he and Pcnrod had
determined that "the motion was
actually illegal." He stated that the
change was invalid without a
vote of the entire General
Assembly because it dealt with bylaws, although Friedman stated on
the same day that the motion was
bynot concerned with
laws in the SGA constitution do not
mention election dates. The timing
of voting is addressed in Article III.
Section 4 of the Constitution itself:
"Voting members of the Cabinet
shall be elected by the Student Body
election between
in an
the tenth and thirteenth week of Semester II." The planned election
date and the possible extension both

two-thir- ds

by-laws-T-

all-camp-

us

he

fall before the thirteenth week.
If the regulation is located within
susthe constitution, then the
pension within Morse's motion was
unnecessary; the election date could
have been changed with a simple
majority vote by the Senate.
Morse said that the senators are
and
not given a copy of the
that "the cabinet is keeping the senators and the students ignorant about
these rules."
An emergency meeting of the
Senate has been called for Sunday
night; as usual, all SGA assemblies
are open to the public. Unless
changes are made at that time, the
by-la- w

by-la-

1998-200- 3.

Professor of Sociology

and Dean of
Heather
Students Ken Plusquellec
the committee.
The discussion was opened by
who asked, "How do
we strengthen the intellectual community here at Wooster?" Matt
Homing 99 stated that many students considered programs such as
Alternative weekend. Urban Plunge,
and Alternative Spring Break as
some of the "best experiences that
they have had."
Brian Friedman 97 felt that he
was treated like he had no "responHe
sibility for his education."
cited the fact that tuition "bills go to
parents." Karen Taylor of the history department agreed. She saw "a
growing tendency for students to
call themselves kids ... and a tendency to turn colleges into glorified
high schools." She added that students needed to see that faculty
members are "authorities" on a particular subject,"but not better than

1

.

Penrod and Watts interviews
conducted by James Koller.

on

co-cha-

Fitz-Gibbo-

ir

n,

'S

i

President:

thill..

inter-relationshi- ps

no power either." Friedman stated
that there seemed to be a "disrespect

students." She went on to fault the
current grading system, saying that
grades "increase competitiveness"
and encourage students to focus
more on grades than learning, and
suggested the possibility of "getting
rid of grades" altogether.
On the issue of breaking barriers
among the groups on campus, Friedman suggested the "staff workers
were often overlooked" and often
"become a utility to us." Several
staff members desired that more
courses be taught for support staff,
suggesting more night classes to facilitate work schedules. MargoCurl
Warner, technical services librarian, suggested that "the College
needs to look at ways to cross class
boundaries ... to avoid incidents that
happen on Beall Avenue." Card
added that "we're not meshing well"
with the community.

from department to department
among the faculty," and Ben Klein
'99 added that this same disrespect
exists among "students between departments."
On the issue of diversity, Ben
Mizer '99 said that there was "very

little discussion about diversity
among the faculty." Wyche commented that many students feel that
since "diversity doesn't pay rent,
diversity doesn't feed kids, and diversity doesn't send them to college." it is unimportant. He added.
"We don't have an institutional
committment to diversity."
Horning suggested the need for a
required class on diversity perhaps
in either First-YeSeminar or during student orientation. Kathy
ar

. The Sidekicks program was
praised by several members of the
discussion as a way to bring campus
and community together. Concerning the barriers between administra-

tion, faculty and the students.
Donnell Wyche '97 complained that
the student government's "powers
are separated ... intentionally" in
order to avoid giving the students a

.

Fitz-Gibb-

voice in running the school. Charles
Kammer. professor of religious studies, responded that "the faculty has

ACASE VvtSTERN
T

Reynolds, an administrative assistant in the security office, said that
she sees a need for "classes on diversity for faculty and staff." The
minister for Westminster Church,
Carroll Myer, said Wooster "is the
most wonderful place I' ve ever been,
and asked "how do we demonstrate
our commitment to diversity that we
closed
already have?"
by saying that in addition to working to better the College, there is
also cause for "celebrating what we
on

do well."

RESERVE UNTVERSTToS

Payno Col ton School of Nursing

Franc

"

Pat Watts '99

for

Vice President

Academic Affairs:
Leah Montesano '98

for

Vice President

Student Affairs:
Jen Buckley 99

Treasurer: Jim

Pruce '97

Campus Council

ws

elections remain scheduled for
Tuesday, April

ing Strategic Planning Process
cused on issues of Campus and Community Life and discussed strengthening the intellectual community,
reducing barriers between groups,
increasing morale and strengthening the commitment to diversity.
The Committee on Campus and
Community Life is part of the
College's Strategic Planning for the
According to a
period
memorandum released by President
Stan Hales on January 31, its purpose is to investigate the question of
"What objectives and strategies
should Wooster adopt to realize fully
its potential for a uniquely strong
sense of community and shared
fo-

Fitz-Gibb-

In a rebuke to the right wing party that has governed El Salvador foreight
years, former leftist guerrillas made great gains in the midterm elections
held on March (r. The former rebels entered standard electoral politics only
after failure on the battlefield during the I3yearwarthal ended in 1992. The
former rebels, members of the Farabundo Marti National Liberation Front,
more than quadrupled the number of city halls they control and almost
doubled their representation in the El Sal vadorian Congress. In the mayoral
vote, the ruling Republican Nationalist Alliance, or Arena, lost 55 of the
2 0 municipalities it formerly controlled. The front representation rose to
54 municipalities, up from 13.

I

This week's session of the ongo-

goals?"

INTERNATIONAL

continued from page

March 28, 1997

At-Larg-

e:

Dwane Archibald '00
Rory Harris 99

Terry Heubert '98
Ben Mizer '99
Chad Roberts "98
Secretary: no candidates

Director of Student
Services and Special
Projects: no candidates
Director of Public
Relations: no candidates
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Cancun vacation not so sunny Editors for 1997-9- 8
JAMES ROLLER
Wooster studentsare considering
a class action lawsuit after a spring
break vacation toCancun went awry.
The students and their families seek
to protect future travelers as well as
to claim compensation for the trip.
Jane Deerwester '97 organized the
k
travel
trip through the
agency. Deerwester relied on
last year but had troubles
even then. "They messed up the
reservations, but made up for it,"
said Deerwester.
This year, the troubles allegedly
started when the agency changed
the departure airport from Cleveland Hopkins to Indianapolis a week
before the scheduled departure date.
After a bus ride to Indianapolis
and an extended wait before flying
to Mexico, many parents began to
notice something was wrong. "My
Take-a-Brea-

Take-a-Bre-

ak

Those who remained
were given one meal ticket per day
and had to pay for everything else
out of their own pockets. Many
students had little or no cash left
over.
After a three day wait, the students arrived back in the States on
Monday. According to Dean of
Students Kenneth Plusquellec, eight
to 10 students were late, and six
seniors missed the I.S. parade: Greg
Lair '97 had his parents drive to
Wooster to turn in his I.S. on time.
Crocker was not optimistic that
money could be retrieved, saying
"This company is going bankrupt."
Deerwester's family has hired an
attorney and hopes to have a decin
suit on the
sion on a
grounds of breach of contact within
the next two weeks. The best solution, according to Deerwester, is "to
put them out of business."
be arranged.

mom tried to call the hotel for two
days," said Sarah Debacher '97.
A delay prior to the orientation in
Cancun led to a verbal attack by an
agency official. Brandi Crocker '98
said the official told the females to
"own up to what you did, don't ruin
some guy's life ... women cannot be
raped in Cancun."
The trip was not an entire waste
for everyone. DeBacher said that
the students "all had a really good
time" between the time they arrived
at the hotel and the time they left.
Unfortunately for the students, leaving was not so trouble-freThe return airline AV Atlantic
was grounded by the Federal Aviation Administration for failing to
meet mechanical requirements, leaving the students in a predicament. A
y
few students purchased
it
told
were
they
when
plane tickets
could be days before a flight could
e.

class-actio-

one-wa-

DAWN PACKER
"Do we know, have we known,
what we're aboutT' asked Acting
Vice President for Academic Affairs Hayden Schilling at the March
6 meeting of the Committee on Enrollment and National Recognition.
the committee
Schilling
with professor of economics John
Sell, who began the meeting by stating that "national recognition is important in terms of trying to attract
the kind of students we like to attract
... as well as who will be willing to
pay the prices we charge."
The discussion began surrounding three questions proposed by Sell.
First, for what would Wooster like
to be known, and how do these things
differ from similar institutions?
Next, by whom does the school wish
to be known? Finally, how to enact
these ideas?
Professor of history John Gates
questioned whether the goal was "to
define the College for ourselves ...
or for marketing purposes. If it's the
co-cha- irs

co-ed-

&'

latter, we need to stress what the
College has to offer."
Kristen Demaline '98 said that
the characteristic to promote is Independent Study, "now and in the
future. Not many people outside the
College know what I.S. is." Observers raised several points about
the merits of I.S.; it helps students to
exceed their own expectations as
well as teaching them how to plan
projects, a skill useful
for long-terin graduate studies, business or other
Tom
professional environments.
Teper '97 objected to "lumping all
the seniors together," pointing out
that "not all seniors gain the same
thing." Matt Horning '99 thought
that the emphasis should be on "opportunities that may put them ahead
of students in other institutions."
Peter Pozefsky, also a history professor, pointed out that such things
d
programs and naas
tionally known speakers only "separate us from colleges within a 50 to
radius ... We begin to understand why most of our students
m

'

study-abroa-

100-mi- le

come from Ohio." He suggested
that the school emphasize traits of
its graduates, ranging from graduate
schools attended to "general satisfaction with their lives."
"We're not judged on the reputation of our faculty," Gates said, "but
on the reputation of our students
once they leave the institution."
Garrett Thompson shifted to the
question of by whom the school
wishes to be known, asking what
affects students' decisions to come
here. Acting Director of Admissions Carol Wheatley said that I.S.
and a simple "gut feeling" seem to
be the two greatest influences. "One
problem we have," she said, "is with
families not knowing the name of
the college." College counselors
know and pass information on to
students, but when parents are not
familiar with the college, they are
less inclined toencourage theirchil-dre- n
to examine it.Wooster's primary overlaps including Kenyon,
Denison and Ohio Wesleyan are
much better known, Wheatley said.

will

it

the newspaper with cur-

co-ed-it

rent editor James Koller '99.
Rupert's "biggest goal is to advance

file photo

DAWN PACKER
On Tuesday, the Publications
Committee selected the editors for
Index and Voice. Jesthe 1997-9- 8
sica DuPlaga '00, who took over the
In dex this year, will continue to head
the publication in the next academic
year. She hopes "it's more innovative and has more student support.
Hopefully there will be a larger staff
so that we can do more interesting
things."
of the
Former
Voice Aaron Rupert '98, who is
studying in Beijing this semester,

the Vocejournalistically and graphically by exploring issues in depth
and utilizing the technology we have
to make the paper more enjoyable to
read."
He anticipates further improvement. "I am looking forward to
working with Mr. Koller to produce
the best campus newspaper this college has ever seen. I believe that
with our combination of experience
and an excellent and talented staff
behind us, we can create a newspaper the campus can be proud of."
Koller said, "Aaron who?"

Demaline said that the College
needs to be "more creative in how
we think about getting our name out
... In one word, the media. They can
be our friends, we just have to use
them the right way."
Chemistry professor Ted Williams
said, "We have a long history of not
saying what we do." He
complimented the climate of the
College; while it is not pretentious,
"we're not embarrassed to tell people
to come to Wooster instead of an Ivy
League school."
Both Pozefsky and Ishwar Harris,
professor of religious studies, suggested bringing in outside evalua-tor- s
to participate in the proce.ss.
Barnes proposed a publicity "blitzkrieg" of specified regions of the
country over the next several years.
Admissions tour guide Ben Mizer
'99 asked for definition. "I'm unclear here as to whether we're equating national recognition with prestige ... Certainly a Coke commercial will increase name recognition,
but does it make us more presti

gious?"
Football coach Jim Barnes noted
that"it'sa very genuine place, When
you talk about things, you actually
become them . . . We' re afraid to say
this is a fun place. It's genuine, fun,
a balanced place where people are
going to grow."
Who should be targeted? "The
best students from rural Ohio high
schools," Gates said, who may not
be "particularly sophisticated but
are highly motivated." Demaline
college
suggested
students and Teper added "students
who work and have to sustain themselves." Friedman said, "I'd like to
make the argument that there's not a
select group we should target."
Ben Klein '99 offered the perspective that Wooster is ideal for
"students who aren't sure where they
want to go and can make the decision when they get to the school,"
and Horning commended the school
for its attitude that "we're going to
give you the opportunity that if you
work hard, you will succeed."

Editor-in-Chi-

Prestige, recognition and targets

Aaron Rupert '98 will
theVoice beginning in the fall,
along with current editor
Roller. Jessica DuPlaga '00
will return to the Index.
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Wooster Insight
A day of reckoning for SGA
SGA has been a blemish on student political representation for too
long. Through its political incompetence and ineptitude, students have
vital voice that used to be a direct pipeline to the ear of the
lost
administration, only to have gained another reason for the administration not to take students or their concerns seriously. SGA has become no
more than a puppet institution, preserved and maintained by the adminisresponse to questions
tration in order to fill a niche and offer a guilt-fre- e
affairs. .
administrative
and
campus
in
involvement
regarding students'
Penrod and company commonly cite student apathy in their defense
to allegations regarding their own lack of initiative, failing to realize
that a student government association should, as the name explicitly
states, govern. Perhaps it is apathy that kept more students from running
for next year's offices. It is our hope, however, that what the student
body is displaying in this circumstance is not apathy but a sublime
withdrawal in disgust. For too long SGA has ignored their constituency
and focused only on their own theatrics, the most dramatic display of
this behavior being their lack of publicity for the upcoming elections,
ensuring that their own will assume the spotlight. Being tired of this
song and dance routine and having an understandable aversion to the
energy required for conflict, the student body over the years has simply
decided to ignore SGA in subtle protest.
It is time, however, for SGA's day of reckoning.
Just a mere glimpse into the going ons-o- f SGA this year provides
support of this fact. Funding problems have always hounded SGA. but
this year's peaceful student coup by K.O.A.L.A. in response to inconsistencies during the funding process this year is proof positive that
SGA can'l handle the responsibilities it has been assigned. SGA even
realizes what poor governers they are, having passed a measure that
states "no organization more than two years of age may apply to SGA
for funding." effectively punting the ball to Campus Council. Let's not
forget as well about the current election fiasco, which no doubt will be
handled with the same blundering disquiet as was displayed during the

funding incident.
SG A's time has come. We can no longer afford having a group of
failing to address issues of import and
vital campus affairs. Therefore, it is our view that it is in the students'
best interests if SGA is not revamped, then it should be abolished. Not
ojily will this result in a concentration of students political power, but
will as well remove those from power who can't handle the responsibilself-servi- ng

pseudo-representativ-

es

ity.
These views represent the majority views of the editorial board and
not necessarily the views of the entire staff.
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The Wooster Voice is a newspaper of The College oT Wooster corranunity. mansgrd and
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E-m- ail

Letters
Write-i- n

candidate for SGA presidency

Hello, my name is Ryan Dansak,
and I am writing this letter for two
reasons: 1) to declare my candidacy for Present of SGA and 2) to
tell you why I will make a good

President.
I have thought long and hard
about my decision to run, and not
only do I believe that running is
what I should do, but it is what I
have to do. As you may already
know, there is presently only one
candidate in Tuesday's upcoming
election for President of SGA. I
am taking it upon myself to give
the students of Wooster a choice.
No election should be decided before it is even run.
Before you make your choice, it
is important that I tell you a little
about myself. I am a freshman
planning to major in biology. I
was a 1 0 game starter for the Fight- -

ing Scots football team, a member

of the Wooster track team, a
brother of Phi Sigma Alpha, and a

newly elected representative to
IGC.
Now that you know a little bit
about me, I'm sure everyone is

asking themselves, "Why should I
vote for you?" Good question!
I'll tell you why. I am not a person
who is interested in keeping power
within SGA, but rather with giving the power to the students of
Wooster. I truly believe that if I
am elected President of SGA that I
will make a difference. I want to
address and eliminate issues ranging from cable TV in the dorms to
devising a better system for allotting money to the organizations on
campus. In other words, I plan to
address all issues big and small. I
will make sure that the issues be

ing discussed are the issues which

matter to the everyday students of
the college.
If I am elected President, I
will make myself readily available
to the student population in order
to find out what issues you want to
be discussed. I want to know what
issues are important to you. What
are the little things about this
school that you believe need to be
changed? What are the big issues
that need immediate attention?
In closing, I want to say that if I
am elected President I will do my
very best to get the job done. I can
make no guarantees or promises,
but I will do everything within ray
power to get the SGA to do what it
fox the
is supposed to
students.
do-w- ork

Ryan Dansak '00

Wanted.
If interested in the editorship of the Viewpoints section
for the reminder of the 1996-9- 7 academic year, call
x2598 beforeWednesday, April 2 and speak to James.
The Wooster Voice is now accepting applications for the
1997-9- 8
staff
or X3208 for more information.
Call James at
Be a part of the College's best student newspaper!
X-25- 98
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An Editor Resigns

Can't leave well enough alone
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Sophomore seminar would make bad situation worse

Viewpoints editor hits the road

to put food on the table, send our
kids through school, be successful,
and put a couple of cars in the garage. Is the liberal arts institution
hindering the American Dream?
When we graduate from this
school, what will we have learned?
Anything? Nothing? Everything?
Lets think about it we will know
about other cultures, how to write a
in
five page paper
work
to
how
and
hours,
under two
for somebody else to make them

take the courses we want to because
we have to take an exorbitant amount
of required courses? So tell me, just
how are we supposed to be expected
to add on a sophomore seminar to
our already frustrating schedule?
The proposed sophomore requirement would be a waste of our money
and time because we come to school
to better ourselves and learn about a
particular field so that we may gradu-- .
ate and I i ve a good li fe and make lots
of money. Spending more of pur
tuition money on

every
ment of my

cause of poorly written applications, but then makes public outcry when their racist acts are called.
The publ ication of two women kiss-in- g
in the Valentine's Day issue of

It is my understanding that there
has been some sort of talks about
our school instituting a sophomore
seminarclass.

life and deis
termine what and whalis not working effectively, and having a positive impact on my psyche. For this
reason, I have decided that now
that my I.S. is complete, it is time
for me to resign from my position
as Viewpoints editor of this publi-

the paper is met with much opposition supposedly because there have
never been pictures in the Viewpoints section, when just three years
ago there were at least six pictures
every week under the Speak-Ocolumn; the word homophobia is
never uttered. On the same week-

cation.
I have recently found myself
with a large amount of time on my
hands, now that I.S. is finished. I
have time for my life, the uniAll
verse, my cat, the
of the important elements of my
life that I found myself neglecting
during the supercrunch over break.
I have

campus icon Donnell Wyche
spends a half an hour on his cutting
edge Campus Affairs Talk Show
denouncing the appearance of said
picture and the existence of gay and
lesbian people in general. The
Women's Resource Center brings
the Clothesline Project, an art

would entail
many of the
things that we all learned in our
freshman seminar class. Does this
make sense? Isn't this a waste of our
money and time?
We all remember our freshman
seminar classes don't we? Getting
up and going to that
boring class at 9:30
You know, the class where no two professors
every Tuesday and
Thursday the whole teach the same thing, require the same things,
first semester. You
same things. Where we got
us

I have always considered

myself
make it

a woman who prioritizes.
a daily practice to evaluate each and
I

.

ele-Jul-

OHveriO

"X-Files-

decided
to use

this

time to

some

ie

."

ut

end the

larger-than-li-

self-describ- ed

fe

I

took this
means to
space
as
a
position to use this
express as many campus voices as
possible, and as many sides ofrelevant
campus issues as I could.

It

was my intent when

differ-

ent elements of my life here at
Wooster, I want to travel over the
weekends, I want to continue to
cultivate the relationships I have
made over the past four years, and
basically do whatever moves me
in order to leave here with a sense
of closure. I have determined that
this does not include my time at
the Voice. While I have for the
most part enjoyed my position
here, and found it challenging, I
have over the course of the year
become disillusioned with several
things regarding the paper and also
the campus at large. It was my
intent when I took this position to
use this space as a means to express as many campus voices as
possible, and as many sides of relevant campus issues as I could. I
also wanted to intensely focus on

various social issues that I perceived to have been ignored for far
to long, which I think I did and did
well, despite negative responses
from both staff and campus, and
student apathy considering the difficulty I have had recruiting good
staff writers and the sparse numbers of letters received during the
year.
I am feeling myself becoming
disillusioned, and I realize it is
time for me to move on to greener,
more recreational, less frustrating
pastures. I am tired of being at a
college which prides itself on diversity yet the Student Government Association mysteriously
denies funding to several "minority" organizations supposedly be

o

t

us
n g

d
t

o-m-

es-

i c

violence and violence against
women in general, and is mocked
every night by several men, who
also harass the women working
there. On the evenings of the annual
Take-Bac- k
the Night march, over
the last three years women have
been peed at, flashed from windows,
and one memorable year, blasted
with Nirvana's song "Rape Me" as
they passed under the windows of a
dorm which will remain nameless. I
am tired of all of these things, and I
have decided now that I have completed my I.S. and am on the eve of
graduation, that it is time to stop
fighting and devote my time to enjoying myself, and accentuating the
positive rather than the negative.
I have enjoyed rising to the challenge of this editorship this year,

especially given the numerous
changes in management after the
unfortunate resignations of Kristen
f,
and
Demaline as
of this
Manama Whyte as
section. I leave feeling good about
my time spent here, feeling good
about my accomplishments, and
looking forward to the coming weeks
in which I will spending having the
best time I can with as few responsibilities as possible. I'm joining the
ranks of the rest of the seniors with
big dumb grins and confident swaggers. Oh hell, I've always had the
swagger, but the dumb grin will be a
most pleasant change.
editor-in-chie-

co-edit- or

Julie Olive rio, editor of the
Viewpoints section of the Voice, is
resigning this week.

Dave Laster

TheM

c,f"

start-to-fini-

sh

or

know, the class
where no two

pro-

fessors teach the

all
make read the
amounts
largely
the same credit for
different
of
effort- - sort of like the difference between a
science or a business major and being physical
education or communications major.

same thing, require
the same things, or
make us read the
same things. Where
we all got the same credit for largely
sort of
different amounts of effort
like the difference between a science or a business major and being a
physical education or communications major.
The overall purpose of the seminar classes is to supposedly "diversify" our minds and "expose" us to
different things so that we may be
prepared for things later in life. Oh
the benefits of a liberal arts
school. ..where we can go and spend
ten times the amount of money we
would spend at a state school to
learn how to get along with our
neighbors instead of learning how

rich. Hmmm, interesting.
There are already enough majors
at this school that require a large
number of classes (the maximum
number is 15). When you add on the
required distriBS classes and a minor to that, the available number of
slots available to fill with classes
you are interested in taking to better
yourself quickly approaches zero.
This poses a serious problem. Let's
face it we all want a job within our
major, doing something that we like
to do. How are we supposed to be
prepared to go out into the work
force and do what we want to do and
be successful when we can can't

diversification"
and "distriBS"

classes

rather

than on those
classes we are

truly interested in
or are required for
a major or minor
is asinine. Please
keep this in mind
when the topic
comes up in the future. We have a
good school here and I would hate to
see its graduates have a reputation
of being diversified instead of smart
and useful. After all, who would
hire you if your resume read:
diversified, live well with
others, and don't know much about
e
my major but I know to write a
paper in less than two hours?"
Nobody ! In order to be prepared to
leave this school we should have the
choice as to what classes we want to
take and in what order to take them.
"Well-rounde-

d,

five-pag-

Dave Laster is a columnist for
the Voice.

Letters continued

Student tires of Science and Humanities misrepresentation
One of the reasons I chose to enroll in this school is because I was
sure that everyone, no matter who
they were or what they did, would
receive fair treatment. As a constant
victim of unfair treatment myself, I
was looking forward to this aspect
of the College of Wooster. Unfortunately, this creed, supposedly supported by the college, is not, to the
best of my knowledge, present here.
The case in point is the people who
live in Douglass. At the beginning
of the year, I was warned to stay
away from Douglass and anyone
who lives there. I was told that the
people who live in Douglass are
"weird." As a freshman who did not
know better, I did avoid Douglass,
but at the same time, I met people
who lived there and noted that they
seemed extremely nice and not weird
at all. The extent of the lies about
the people who live in Douglass has
become especially clear to me this

semester. This semester I have met
countless numbers of people who
live at Douglass, and I myself have
spent a great deal of time there recently. Instead of finding that the
people in Douglass are "weird," I
have found that they are the nicest,
most open people on campus. I have
enjoyed pleasant fireside chats about
a variety of topics, bowling, and
other activities. I have also become
aware that the people who live in
Douglass feel that they must censor
themselves when someone new enters the building, for the people who
live in Douglass do not want anyone
else to think they are the least bit
"different." Most astonishing to me
is the fact that the people who live in
Douglass have been stereotyped to
the point where their excellent pro
gram is in real danger.
I feel that it is the job of the
administration to combat these kind
of stereotypes. Upon entering this

school I was not even aware of exactly what the Science and Humanities Program was or where it was
located. All I heard, and all most
freshmen hear, is that the people in
the program are "weird" and should
be avoided. As an institution which
prides itself on fair and equal treatment, I feel that the administration,
even if it does not fully approve of
the Science and Humanities Program, should stand up for its own
students and prevent such cruel stereotyping from taking place. It is
not fair that some of the brightest
people on campus have been left to
fend for themselves against the rest
of the college population. I am
determined to end this horrible habit
of useless stereotyping. I can only
hope that you will help me, on behalf of the students whom you pride
yourself on caring for.
Margie

dayman '00
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The Envelope Please...
The long and short of the class of
1997s Independent Study Projects
r
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The Dean of the Faculty's Office would like to announce the following prizes for the Independent Study Projects as submitted on March 24,
1997:

-

Shortest Thesis:
for

Jin-Hy- uk

Choi, 6 pages, "Ordinary Objects"

Longest Thesis: Dan Severs, 284 pages, "A Natural Chemical Control
d
Spider Mites in Greenhouse Roses"
Two-Spotte-

Most Creative Cover: A tie between Ian Cx)k. "Personal Non Grata'
and Suzanne Fletcher, "A Study of Prime Number Theorem with Prool and
an In Depth Look at Mersenne Primes"
Longest Title: Esteban Thurde Koos, "Cadavers and Calculators: Are
We Sending Mixed Signals? An Intricate Look at the Relationship between
Administrators and Physicians in a Growing Appalachian City and What
Happens When a
Corporation and Managed Care Come Knock- ing on the Door"
For-Prof-

it

Shortest Title: Sarah Debacher, "Anyways"
Button 1: Rashonna Morgenstern, "The Effects of Performance.
Standards on Teaching Styles and Learning"
Button 197: Jeremy Harris, "The Use of Near Infrared Spectroscopy
to Determine the Health of Human Corneal Tissue"
Button 297: Rachel Kosa, "The Effects of Cinetidine on the Absorption of Immunoglobulin G in Neonatal Calves"

9

X
"

Closest to 5 p.m.: Pia Edmonds, "Analisi de Las Clases Marginales en
la Republica Dominicana A traves de Su Musica Popular"

I

f

These prizes are usually announced at the Independent Study Celebration. That will be the case again next year. Best wishes to all prize
winners and congratulations to all seniors who received yellow buttons.

--

Features
They call it 'Theaterpraktikum" Here Comes the Sun
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Explanation: Sie lernen Theater um Deutsch zu lernen After a good (WILD) spring break.
suggest that each language departreturning is always the hardest part
pen if world peace were to break
JULIE THEISEN
ment should consider a theater class.
The German Department has
many unique possibilities to offer to
the students at The College of
Wooster. One of the prominent
opportunitie is the famed
Theaterpraktikum" course. To those
who are not familiar with German, the
theater praktikum is a class in which
students are required to present a
play conducted entirely in German
while earning credit for a course.
Many people often wonder who
'would attend this play except for the
German speaking faculty and German majors. Fortunately, the director. Dr. Richard Figge. supplies a
full translation in English so all of
the friends of cast members can attend and show their undying support
for their friends and their hard work.
According to last year's audience, the
English translation was extremely
helpful. In addition to the translation,
however, the actors created a lot of
action on stage which aided in the
description of the events and plot.

This

year's

production.

"Ausbruch des Welifriedens" (trans-

lated: "The Outbreak of World

Peace") is a comedy by Curt Goetz.
This comedy asks what would hap

out.
There are eight cast members participating in the production this year.
The rehearsals are a collective effort from the group and Figge to
showcase the acting talents and German language abilities of the cast
They require a lot of time and effort,
but the applause of the audience pay
off more than a person could imagine.
The cast for the current production appears exerted about the upcoming performance and hopes the
audience will be plentiful this year.
Until then, the actors will spend
many, nights together trying to
memorize lines and put it all together for opening night and awaiting the clapping hands that signify
success.
This class is an excellent way to
become familiar with languages. Not
only are the students required to
understand what they are saying,
cast members also learn art of the
spoken language. These particular
features of fer a broader understanding of a language and help many
students overcome the intimidation
of speaking a foreign language.
The experiences in this production have been so positive that some

Even though the production is
the experience has posithose lucky German
for
all
tives
students involved. To this day. the
cast from last year's production
laughs about the rehearsals and the
divergent activities that took place
on stage, even though no one in the
audience had any idea.
But more importantly, the academic perspective of the class pays
off in the long run. The play expands
the vocabulary of each cast member
as well as showing the grammar in
use. These aspects of the play will be
helpful for the students planning to
study abroad or create an opportunity
for students to continue to speak the
language. The play can make the language more real for students while
giving the students a bonding experience they will not soon forget.
This year's cast comes from many
different levels of German, a variety
of majors and different backgrounds;
however, they have come together
in the hopes of presenting a German
production for an assortment of audience member. The play will be
presented in Schoolroy Theater on
April 29 at 8 p.m.
time-consumi-

ng,

Neon solves Wooster parkin

Not enough spaces? Doublepark with the car that says hi
NORM HIRSCHY

I don't have a car on campus.
Despite all of my pleas and ceremomy mother has
nial
thus far refused to allow me to bring
my 1995 Plymouth Neon to
Wooster. Her contention is that
parking on a college campus is often
a daunting task that would lead only
to violent flashbacks and Mongolian leprosy later in life. Though I
originally balked at her refusal,
Wooster' s parking deficiency has
since enlightened me to the truth of
incense-burnin-

g,

her words'.
Available parking places have
long been of small number at the
College of Wooster. Although the
Security Office cannot identify the
campus's oldest parking lot, it suspects that the Wagner lot is significantly older than others "because it isn't paved yet. Fighting
Scots of yesteryear used to have to
fasten down their pillbox hats and
double-slic- k
their hair before returning from Diggers, which was
then a speakeasy, in order to fight
each other for the few remaining
parking spaces. Both college historian Lee Culp and the Physical
Plant differs with the Security Office, though, speculating that the
visitor's lot near Galpin Hall is more
antiquated than Wagner's student
lot. They note that "people didn't
used to have cars'- - they had horse- -

and that, as such, "they
didn't really park. Their supposition is that the Galpin lot was once a
pull up spot. It too
was the site of many a brawl, most
often between people with
names
I i ke "Luc i us" and " Je re m iah,
over
who would have the last hitching-pos- t.
and-buggi- es

horse-and-bug-

gy

old-fashion-

turn-of-the-cent-

ed,

ury

The times, though they be
have not solved Wooster's
a-chan-

gin.

parking problems. My family alone
has accumulated more than $350
in unpaid parking tickets this year.

Others have not been so fortunate
as to receive mere tickets, however, as the North End Garage reports that they receive, on average, three towed cars from the campus weekly. Furious about the
towing of a visiting friend's car.
Ken Walczak 99 notes, "They
ticketed him at ten and towed him
at eleven. That's expletive deleted stupid."
Stacy Zimmerman '00 similarly
states that. "I hate having to park
if I
my car at the golf course
played golf, it might be a different
story."
Amer Malik '97, Chairman of
SGA's Security Committee, recognizes the parking frustrations
and has had minimal success working with Joe Kirk, Director of Security, to find a solution to the
parking quandary.

The painfully obvious truth is
that many solutions to the problem do exist but are overlooked.
Many students suspect that the college could, with much wailing and
gnashing of teeth, increase the
number of student parking spaces
on campus. It could also assign
parking spaces, granting better
places to seniors and those students with special parking needs.
I, however, am firmly convinced
that the Plymouth Neon is the
college's magic parking solution.
It's sleek, sexy and smiles when
you say "Hi!" to it. Let's consider
the statistics. Seating only five
passengers behind its robust 110
horsepower engine, the Neon is a
markedly smaller car. It is 67.5
inches in width and 7 .8 in length.
When multiplied out, this amounts
to a grand total of 1 1 ,596.5 square
inches. This is approximately
1

1

107.4 of the 10,800 inches in notoriously tiny Stevenson singles.

The average parking space
(28,800 square inches) gives a Neon
17,203.5 inches of gratuitous parking room. The college's 625 student parking spaces total 8,000,000
square inches of parking space. If
every student who had a car drove a
Plymouth Neon, we could park
1,552.2 automobiles on campus.
1

Maybe we could even get the
Chrysler Corporat'on to do a

JODY PRICE
Spring Break is the vacation of all
vacations. Escaping to the beaches
of Florida, Sputh Carolina, or some
other tropical destination for fun in
the sun seems to be the best way to
unwind over break. But coming
back to 45 degree Wooster has to be
a shock! Coping with Wooster after
spring break can be difficult, but it
has to be done.
Matt Pettinelli '00, traveled to
Charleston, South Carolina for his
fraternity's break. He came back a
changed man, mainly because he
lost a great deal of brain cells from
consumption of certain
beverages. "It was all about
drinking." Pettinelli confessed when
asked about the trip.
Pettinelli hung out on the beach
all day in the hot sun, quenching his
thirst at will. What a life. And he
had no trouble readjusting to Ohio.
"I just picked up where I left off
down in Charleston . . ." Great, more
brain damage.
Both the men and women's track
teams went to sunny Florida over
break. The word is there was a good
mind-alteri-

deal of

"inter-squa-

d

hook-ups-

ng

"

among the tracksters, or so the gosI guess great weather
sip says.
paired with no worries equals seri-

ous fun. Ohio, alas, has none of
that.
The weather was awesome." said
Shane Bartholomew '00, weightman
extraordinaire. "It was in the 80's
almost the whole time, and only
rained twice." Remember that good
ol ' Wooster was about 47 degrees at
the time. "Coming back sucked. It
was 85 when we left, and all I know
is it was darn cold here when we got
back. And adjusting to getting up
and doing work has been tough... I
was doing nothing all break!"
A jumper for the women's team,
who shall remain anonymous, had

some tough breaks in Florida that
made the trip home slightly less
"My swimsuit didn't
traumatic.
come in time for Panama City beach!
I had to wear that plain, black
... I was so embarrassed. And
look at my lip! It got sunburned and
it really looks gross." But she still
came back with a great tan while
some of us are white as a ghost ...
oh. the pain.
Some of us had terribly unexciting spring breaks. Yes, we rotted in
Ohio while everyone else baked in
the sun. We were really excited
when we had that sunny 50 degree
day. And we actually enjoyed coming back to school. There just wasn't
anything todo around home! So we
had to entertain ourselves in other
ways. Some of us went so far as to
get a haircut. Exciting.
Readjustment was still dificult
though. If you never wake up before 0:30 over break, rolling out of
bed at the crack of dawn for classes
is tough. The worst thing is looking
at the people with tans and then
looking at our own pathetic tans we
might have been lucky enough to
get on that one sunny Ohio day.
The verdict seems clear. Coming
back to school sucks for people who
had a blast over break, while others
one-pie-

ce

1

would choose The College of
Wooster over sitting on the couch
watching "The Grind" on MTV.
College can be great when compared to nothing!
Unfortunately, there is no surefire way to cope with returning to
Wooster. The only advice? Wait
for the warm weather to hit, in another month or so that is. Or just
follow the seniors' lead and join in
the campus festivities. Before you
regain full mental capacity, it'll be
May and Ohio will be warm again.
.We just have to suck it up and face
--

the harsh, cold, windy reality
...Wooster's darn cold!

Living Arts
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Another Mob Hit

.....

)

Pacino and Depp in 'Donnie Brasco9
While BrascoAgent Pistone becomes more and more involved in
his undercover life, he is also struggling with his real life. He rarely
visits his wife and three daughters
for fear of being discovered. This is
where Johnny Depp's portrayal of
Pistone is most impressive. With
inspiring sincerity, Depp shows the
inner conflict of the man caught
between his obligations to the mafia
and the family who needs him at
home. PistoneBrasco wants desperately to quit the entire operation,
but knows that exposing the Mafia
now would mean certain death for
Lefty, the man responsible for his
admittance into the inner circle.
Meanwhile, everything Donnie
does impresses his fellow Mobsters,
so much in fact, that soon the Mob
boss himself. Sonny Black (Michael
Madsen), wants Donnie to work for
him, not Lefty. With the alternative
being death, Donnie has no choice
but to work for Sonny, unwillingly
betraying Lefty. Discarded by the
wayside once again, Lefty is obviously hurt at Donnie's leaving him,
but has no choice but tocomply with
Sonny's wishes. Pacino's acting is
most superb in these scenes, where
Lefty feels stepped upon by the Mob
boss (who is probably ten years
younger than him) and wants to escape, but finds himself trapped by
the rules and confines of Mafia life.
"Donnie Brasco" is a film about
two men from completely different
worlds who both find themselves
trapped in inescapable lifestyles.
Each man knows that nothing but
death awaits him if he is caught
trying to escape, yet the lives that
these men are forced to live are not
much better than death itself. In
their character's respective inner
struggles, Pacino and Depp find their

DANIELLE BUCKIUS
Just when you think Al Pacino
cannot possibly play another
he surprisingly finds a way to
make a seemingly tired character
unique. In "Donnie Brasco," Pacino
does just that.
Directed by Mike Newell ("Four
Weddings and a Funeral"), "Donnie
Brasco" is a film about the complications of an FBI agent's efforts to
go undercover and expose the
Mafia's illegal activities. The film
is based on the true life story of Joe
Pistone, an FBI agent' who, in the
970s, got closer to the inner workings of the Mafia than had any previous law officer.
Agent Pistone, a.k.a. "Donnie
Brasco" (Johnny Depp), works his
way into the mobster life by catchMa-fios-

o,

1

ing the eye of Lefty Ruggiero
Ralph Fiennes and Kristin Scott Thomas in "The English Patient," the film which took the Best Picture
prize at this week's Oscars. Our own winner of the Oscar Beat the Experts contest was Ben Mizer '99.

Stern reveals his 'Private Parts'
NAT MISSILDINE
When I heard Howard Stern's
book "Private Parts" was being made
into a movie. I had a sudden sinking
sensation in my stomach. My opinion of Stern has wavered between
slight irritation to profound loathing ever since he's been a national
spectacle. Under most circumstances, I wouldn't have paid money
to see a film about this man.
His popularity continued to escalate and I began to fear that Stern
was right when he so modestly called
himself "the king of all media." So
sheer curiosity drove me to "Private

Parts."
In it Stern, who stars in and narrates the film, chronicles his life,
starting as a geeky nobody to the
household name he has become today and throughout comes off as a
humble, sensitive guy. There is no
reason to believe that he is fabricating his devotion to his wife, around
whom the movie revolves. "Private
Parts" ends up being alarmingly conventional, reinforcing family values
and appealing for the world to see
Stern as a normal guy with a healthy
sex drive.
It's clear that Stern has wit too.
But he doesn't use his comic talents
enough and the funny scenes get
suffocated by tired, sex bits like a
naked woman giving Stern a body
massage in the studio and another
woman swallowing a
kielbasa. It's hard to argue that
these bits don't objectify and degrade women, reducing them to big
breasts and a giggle that serve merely
as sight gags.
Whether or not there is a merit to
12-in-

ch

having this attitude (which clearly
has its backers) out in the open is
another matter. You have to give
Stern credit for not fearing criticism, by speaking his mind in the
most honest way he knows how. He
bares a male mindset without hidden agendas or deceptive tricks. This
honest, frank dialogue on one level
may help.
But, on another, there is something dangerous about this brand of
humor. By exalting the male libido
as Stern does, he perpetuates a viewpoint that has consistently been
proven to be condescending and
destructive.
Stern repeatedly states in the film
that, like "most geniuses," he has
always been misunderstood. Firstly,
when Ralph Waldo Emerson said
To be great is to be misunderstood,"
he referred to a "great" that Howard
Stern simply does not reach. Secondly, it's slightly disingenuous of
Stern to pitch to us the martyr routine of being misunderstood when
he has the number one radio show
and a movie that made $15 million
iys first weekend. Howard Stern is
doing just fine.
The real mystery to me is why
everyone finds this movie so entertaining. It's a standard story of
man's rise to fame that's brainless
enough to star that very same man.
At the core, "Private Parts" is
The only difference
--

self-promoti-on.

between Stern and any other
celebrity's autobiography is that
Stern might be the most popular
person in American pop culture at
this point in time. We're seeing the
story of someone who wants desperately, more than anything in the

world, for you to like him. He will
go to any lengths to make an impresradio
sion, even break his wise-as- s
personality and act like a nice guy.
And he wants revenge. "Private
to
Parts" is a two-hoall the people who told him he was
a loser or a moron. His father who
always told him to shut up, his first
station boss who said he'd never be
successful, Don Imus who discounted him as a serious dj and the
FCC and NBC heads who fried to
censor him, all need to be told they
were wrong.
As much as I may criticize Stern,
I can't ignore the fact that he has
tapped something deep in America's
collective psyche. On his radio
show. Stern has discovered a fool
proof concept programming that
seems entirely unprogrammed. He
has built his persona on what the
listener is not supposed to hear. We
feel like we're privy to a secret rib
session that just happens to be broadcast to millions of listeners all over
the country. In that regard. Stern is
a fascinating phenomenon.
But the film doesn't give us Stern
It aims for an
the phenomenon.
even deeper level of honesty, showing what a wholesome person he
really is. Boring. It undercuts the
sarcastic, provocati ve radio persona
he's taken years to build. Feeling
neither offended or amused, I left
the theater disappointed for another
reason than I expected. I saw just
another sensitive 90s man who is
determined to please everybody.
The Howard Stern we either love or
love to hate has become the most
just anterrifying of personalities
guy.
normal
other
ur

I-told--

you-so

(Pacino), a haggard, under appreciated man who has spent more than
twenty years of his life in the Mafia
without much recognition for his
dedication. At first Donnie is only
used by Lefty for odd jobs, like
checking the authenticity of diamonds and beating up anyone who
owes Lefty money. Soon after, however. Lefty decides to introduce
Donnie to the actual members of the
Mafia. When Lefty introduces
Donnie as "my friend," Donnie's
fate is then sealed as one of them.
Over the next few months, Brasco
becomes ensconced, in Mafia life
and inadvertently becomes closer
and closer to Lefty, the man he
knows he'll eventually have to betray to the FBI. Donnie and Lefty go
on all of their jobs together, all the
while Lefty teaches Donnie the ways
of the Mob. Brasco learns from
Lefty that not everyone is powerful
or content in the Mafia: Lefty is a
broken down man, a father concerned about his drug trafficking
Mobster who
son, and a
barely has the respect of the men he
works with.

Brasco" is a film that shows what
really happens in Mafia life, not
what Hollywood thinks should

so-call- ed

jewels--,"-

"Donnie

best performances.
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Sports
Lee storms into Gettysburg

Scot bats boomin'
continued from page 12

Scot leads futile charge against tough Gettysburg team

JOE ALLEN

After finishing 10-- 5 overall and
2
in the NCAC last season, the
men's lacrosse leam is looking to
improve on this respectable finish
in this their thirtieth season. Despite some key losses to graduation.
Head Coach John McKechnie the
Scots are poised for another solid
season.
selections Chris
Lee '98 and Ronnie Jordan '98 will
once again lead the Scots offensively. Lee scored 19 goals and
assisted on 33 others last season.
Jordan had 2 goals and 3 assists
last season. Other key returners are
defensive midfielder Jon Crawford
performers.
99 and
3--

All-conferen-

ce

1

1

all-confere- nce

Dave Lalomia '97 and Jason
Lichniak '97. Eric Williams '97
will also look improve on last year's
1

5 goal season.

Over the break. Wooster opened
its season with a 2 win over
Wittenberg. Jordan scored three
goals and added an assist and Lee
and Matt Nierenberg '00 both added
two goals each. The defense dominated the game holding Witt to only
16 shots and was crucial in controlling the midfield. Goalkeeper Joe
8--

Borchelt '99 recorded 10 saves and
recorded the win.
On March 19. in their second
.game, the Scots faced perennial powerhouse Gettysburg College and
decision.
dropped an 18-- 9
Gettysburg scored 5 goals before
Wooster even got on the board with
Chris Lee's unassisted goal at :09
left in the first quarter.
1

could

Wooster

not

stop

Getty burg's Jamie Bateman who
scored four goals on the afternoon.
For Wooster. Eric Williams 97 and
Lee both scored three goals, with
Williams adding one assist and Lee
adding two assists.
The loss dropped the team to I
for the season and showed the Scots
how much they will need to improve
their game in order to compete with
their demanding schedule.
In a game the next day. they
squeaked out a 10-- 9 overtime victory against St. Vincent's. Chris
Lee opened the game's scoring, but
St. Vincent scored 4 unanswered
goals. In the second quarter, Mike
Rohan '98 scored twoquick goals to
-- 1

However, St.
Vincent's scored two goals of their

close the gap.

own to take a 3 lead into halftime.
St. Vincent's added an additional
6--

sixth-innin-

goal early in the third period to go
Wooster woke up and started
up
producing offensively. Lee, Williams and Jordan all added goals to
cut the lead to 6 at the end of the
third quarter.
In the fourth quarter, Jordan tied
the game with 13:42 to play and
Williams gave Wooster the lead with
2:22 to play. A defensive lapse with
12 seconds to play allowed St.
Vincent to tie the game and send the
game into overtime.
In the second overtime period,
g
Rohan scored the
goal and completed a hat trick.
Williams also had a hat trick in the
game.
The Scots will head to Geneseq
tomorrow for a
match hopi ng to i mprove on their 2record. They must step their defense up a notch and control the
midfield more effectively. If Lee,
Jordan, and Williams continue their
hot offensive production, the Scots
should be poised for the win.
The men return home Wednesday
to face conference powerhouse Ohio
Wesleyan. The Scots will have to
be in top form if they hope to dethrone the Bishops.
stats courtesy of News Services
7-- 3.

7--

game-winnin-

non-conferen-

ce

-I

.

RBIs. Snyder hit a solo homerun
and Ryan Pedley "99 drove in two.
Morris pitched four scoreless innings and Gostlin one.
With that start, the Scots went

into Thursday's game against
Malone with a team batting average
of .330. Flinner led the regulars in
batting average with a hefty .426,
followed by Urban's .392 and
Jackson's .364. Flinner also led the
team with 14 RBIs, trailed by Urban with 12 (and five homeruns)
and Jackson with 12. With twenty
innings pitched. Van Dyke's ERA
stood at a slight .90, coupled with a
0 record. Rodgers hurled 26 innings for a 0 record and a 2.08
ERA. The team was definitely on a
roll and revved up for a home stand.
In a Thursday slugfest, Wooster
clubbed 25 hits in a 23-- 1 2 win to raise
Wooster
their season record to
sent
batters to the plate in the first
inning and scored 5 runs on 5 base
hits. Starting pitcher Morris had another strong outing pitching four
innings and allowing only two runs.
Unfortunately, the other Scot pitchers weren't as effective and several
3--

4--

15-1--

The Scot golf team will be sporting a fresh look this season. Gone
from last year's team is the valuable
Nye connection. After Golf Coaches
Association of America Hall of
Fame inductee Robert Nye retired
after 30 years of coaching and his
son Gary, a four-yeperformer, graduated, the Scots
will face a host of new challenges.
Rich Danch. a 1989 graduate of
the College, has taken the helm and
has many challenges ahead of him.
Dave Winpinsinger '98 and Jeff
Nimch '98 lead the Scots. Last year,
Winpisingcr averaged 81.1 strokes
per match and Nimeh earned
honors with his
finish at the NCAC tournament. OtherreturningScots to watch
on the links are Brett Holmgren '99,
Mike Marston 97, Steve King '97,
and Adam Seib '98. Newcomers to
watch are Ben Miller 00, Pete Wilson '00, and Jody Price '00.
In their opening tournament,
Wooster started the ir season of f i n a
disappointing manner. In the
Max Ward Invitational held at
the Alamance Country Club in
Burlington, NC, Wooster finished
2 st out of a
field. Wooster
combined for a team score of 656,
66 strokes behind High Point Uni
ar

all-confere- nce

first-conferen-

fifth-pla-

ce

ce

36-ho- le

1

22-tea- m

five-ov- er

opening performance, the Scot
coaches and golfers remain confi-

the future years to come.
The Scots will return to action on
April 6 when they- - travel to the
Kenyon'lnvitational Tournament.
stats courtesy of News Services
5--

sixth-innin-

four-for-- fi

r

Sk-Pack-Ea

Basketball finishes
in 2nd round of
NCAAs

dent that they can compete with
their tough, demanding schedule. A
main catalyst for the upperclassmen
of the squad may be the dissapointing
end to last season's schedule. Boib
Nye's brilliant coaching career unfortunately ended in a overwhelmingly solemn manner. The Scot golfers finished fifth out of seven teams
at the NCAC championship. This is
a contest that has escaped the Scots
since 1985. but Bob Nye and his
squad had loftier hopes for their
season ending tournament.
Golfers were also discouraged
with the departure of Gary Nye 96,
Bob's son, who left Wooster with
four consecutive all NCAC honors
under his belt. Losses such as the
coaching expertise of Bob Nye and
the golfing genius of his son will be
difficult to replace. But (he upperclassmen and incoming players and
confident that they will suceed. The
Scot golfers are certainly a team to
watch for the rest of the season and

four-for-fo-

HaveA

Scot golf team finds itself in the rough at opening tourney
versity, which won the tournament.
Winpinsinger lead the Scots with
a 156 tournament stroke tally, inpar 76 in the
cluding a
second round that earned him a top-te- n
finish. Nimeh shot a 158 and
Adam Seib finished with a 163.
Despite the dissapointing season

1.

1 1

Golf stonewalled in tourney

JOE ALLEN

Scot errors allowed Malone to score
g
runs to allow
seven
them back into the game.
The Scot offense picked up the
defensive slack. Barlell went
with two homers, including
g
grand slam, which
a
made for eight RBIs for the afternoon. Petrash added two homeruns
of his own. and Jackson added another one. Flinner had another outstanding afternoon going
ve with three singles and a double.
The Scots hope to continue their
winning ways on Saturday as they
face conference foe Case Western
Reserve University for a double
header. The action starts at I p.m.,
and Pettorini urged everyone to attend. "Case ought to be halfway
decent, he acknowledged. "But if
we just play the way we're capable of
playing, we can beat them. Rodgers
will start the first game and Van Dyke
the second, so the pitching will be of
the highest quality in the NCAC.
"Come and have fun." the coach suggested. It'sayoung group, and they're
exciting. Come out and see them, and
you'll get excited. They have a way of
growing on you."
stats courtesy of News Services

After winning the NCAC
tournament championship in
dramatic fashion, the Wooster
men's baskteball team received
an automatic bid in the NCAA
Division III tournament.
Because of a controversial
Wooster had to travel
d
Ohio
to face
Northern University on March
6. The Scots, thanks to Rich
Hochstetler's pinpoint perimeter
shooting, won the game relaUnfortutively easily
nately, the Scots could not
match their effort on Saturday,
March 8 when Hope eliminated
them
Hope advanced to the next
round with the 6 win. This
loss ended Wooster's season in
which they earned a 23-- 6 record
and the NCAC tournament
championship.
Joe Allen
fifth-seedin-

g,

fourth-seede-

84-5- 8.
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DM en's tennis volleys Women's LAX off to fast start
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KUNAL SINGH

who are playing at
and 2 singles
respectively. Between themselves
they have posted an impressive 3
mark at
singles. Individually,
Strauss is 3 at I . While Marcell is
a perfect 0 at 1, and 2 at 2.
Erik Bloom '97 and Matt Riva '99
are vying for the 3 and 4 positions, while Andy Sharp '99, Erick
Gale '99, Dave Carney '99, Derrick
Wafford '99, and Mackie Fierstein
'97 complete the singles line-u- p for
the Scots. Sharp has had a fantastic
season so far, posting an 1 record,
while Gale has also met with considerable success, posting a 3 overall record to date.
Coach Hayden Schilling does not
read too much into the Scot performance at Hilton Head. He points out
that "the team is young, and relatively
inexperienced".Riva and Sharp,
though both sophomores, are playing
varsity singles for the first time. In
addition to this, he adds that the team
was hampered by several key injuries,
which allowed the Scots to field its
line-u- p
in just three
matches. Marcell played all nine
matches with a bad arm, while Riva
was able to play in only four
matches'.
Asked about NCAC
1

The men's tennis team kicked off
their season with their annual trip to
Hilton Head, SC over spring break.
The Scots, defending NCAC champions, got off to a slow start, but put up
some solid performances to return
home with a 4 overall record.
The Scots lost their season opener
Followto Washington and Lee
ing that they embarked on their trip to
Hilton Head, where they played eight
matches over a 0 day period. They
won their first two matches against
Franklin and Marshall and Wisconsin-La
Crosse very impressively, by
i
margins oire amji j-- i respectively.
The Scots then lost 4 to Wesleyan
on March 12, and were defeated 5
by the University of the South four
days later. Following that result, they
were faltering at a not so impressive
3
record. However, they recorded
an impressive 3 victory against
Tufts College on March 17, and followed that up with a 1 rout against
Hampden-Sydne- y
on the following
k
day. They completed the
with a 3 win against Wisconsin-Oshkos- h
on March 19. In both ties
5--

2-- 5.

1

3--

2--

2--

4--

6--

hat-tric-

4--

against Tufts and

Wisconsin-Oshkas-

h,

the Scots won more easily
than the scoreline suggests, taking
commanding 2 leads, before conceding the final point in doubles. In
their final match, the Scots went
down to the very competitive
Pomona-PitzCollege 0-- to give
them a 4 overall record.
Leading the Scots this year are Jordan Strauss '99, and Bill Marcell '99,
4--

er

7,

5--

Messer leads young team; Looks forward to home stand
JEN FERGUSON

6--

1

4--

2--

5--

8--

6--

full-streng-

th

prospects,

he believes

that

"Denison is the team to beat;

ev-

erybody else is behind them". All
said. Schilling is optimistic about
the chances of the team.
The Scots started NCAC action
at home against Wittenberg this
Wednesday, routing the Tigers
Over the weekend, they are at
the University of Rochester.
7-- 0.

Classifieds

Every team faces new challenges
at the beginning of each season.
The 1997 women's lacrosse team
will have to overcome key losses
from last year's team which finished 10-- 6 overall and 3 in the
NCAC. The Lady Scots will combine some fresh talent with the powerful returning starters as they hope
to improve on last year's commendable season.
One of the biggest losses was Kate
Risley, who was tragically killed in
a boating accident last summer. Her
29 goals and 7 assists will certainly
be missed, but, more importantly,
her team leadership and spirit as
captain will be even more difficult
to replace.
Wooster also lost a great deal of
talent to graduation. The Lady Scots
lost Emily Brunk, who was the 996
NCAC Defensive Player of the Year,
Liz Conrad, who scored 44 goals
and 1 8 assists on her way to
honand
ors; and Katie Doyle, another first-teadefensive player.
Several other players chose not to
return this season which forced several younger players to step up into
4--

1

first-tea- m

all-NC-

all-regi- on

AC

m

all-NCA-
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EMPLOYMENT

MenWomen earn $480 weekly

WEEKLY

Mailing phone cards. No
experience necessary. For more
information send a self1 addressed
stamped envelope to: Global
Communication, P.O. Box 5679,
Hollywood, FL 33083

20-

RYAN CLARK

SPRING BREAK
CRUISES
$409
Mexico 5 day
$599
Caribbean 7 day
Taxes, and airfare or coach
service not included,
Call:
Travel Bug Adventures

Despite cold weather conditions,
various injuries and the distractions
resulting from I.S. Monday, the
College of Wooster women's tennis
team opened its NCAC season Monday afternoon with a solid 3 victory over the Lady Spartans of Case
Western Reserve University.
The Lady Scots recently returned
from their successful southern campaign in Hilton Head, SC. On

Want to Travel the World AND
Source
earn a living? Get the
for anyone seeking work in the
industry.
Cruise and Land-ToFor information:
ext. C5562I (We are a research
& publishing company.)
1

ur

48.

their trip, Wooster defeated squads
from St. Mary's, Greensboro,
Bluefield College and Haverford,
The team arrived home with a 4
record.
Wooster hosted Case Western
Reserve in their first conference
match of the season. In the NCAC,
pro-se-ts
the women play eight-gam-e
in doubles competition. Then,
they continue with the best of three
sets in singles competition.
In doubles, Erin Brown '99
teamed with Sonia Vaidya '00 in
doubles. Unfortunately, the two
were not able to defeat the Lady
doubles team.
Spartans strong
The pair fought hard, but eventually
fell in a closely contented match.
Brown and Vaidya have a I 4 in the
top doubles position.
The team's seniors, Andrea Allen
and Emily Reseigh, paired in the 2
doubles spot. The two were able to
maintain composure and concentration despite distractions, to pro-s1

Don't limit your possibilities for

financial aid! Student Financial
Services profiles over 200,000
individual awards from private
& public sectors. Call
ext. F5562
(We are a research & publishing
company.)
1-8-

263-649- 5,

1

00-

all-regi- on

AC

m

all-NC-

AC

will be working with Messer,
Maggie Buckingham '00, Marissa
Moore '00, and Nikki Kammer '00
to produce prolifically on offense.
Meg Anderson '97 will also help
lead the squad and see increased
playing time at attack.
The Lady Scots currently stand at
in the conferoverall and
ence. They lost their season opener
6 to Wheaton on March 2 1 . They
bounced back and beat Kenyon 7
1-

1-

-1

-0

9--

Messer led the team with three goal
and one assist. Also scoring goals

Anderson,

were Dwyer,

and

Kammer. Buckingham also had an
assist. Although they were down 1
at halftime, the Lady Scots bounced
back to outscore Wheaton 1 in the
second half.
In the Kenyon game, the Lady
Scots enjoyed a 3 halftime lead.
Moore lead the team with 3 goals
and Messer and Dwyer each had
two goals and an assist in the first
half. Kenyon stepped up their offense in the second half as they
scored four goals to tie the game
with 2:35 remaining. However, the
Lady Scots were not about to give
up as Buckingham secured the
Wooster victory with a :28 score
off a Messer assist.
The Lady Scots will be in action
again when they travel to Ohio
Wesleyan on Saturday March 29.
They will host Ohio Wesleyan on
the following Wednesday April 2
at Cindy Barr Memorial Field at
4:30.
6--

5--

7--

1

stats courtesy of News Services

8--

This is the only pair that has
played together throughout the entire season. They currently hold a 4
record.
At 3 doubles, Kirsten Shriver
'98 and Ryan Clark '00 combined
their skills to win. The pair was
down as much as 3 in the pro-se- t,
but managed to rally towards the
end. They then held for the 7
victory. Shriver and Clark are undefeated at 3 doubles with a 0
record for the season.
The Lady Scots' singles lineup
was lead by Brown in the 1 position. Brown, who had just returned
to the lineup after being forced to
retire from two matches and to sit
out for an additional two matches
because of knee injuries, was unable to pull out the win. She succumbed to her Case opponent in two
sets.
In 2 singles, Vaidya, who was
also recently sidelined with a foot
injury, triumphed easily with a
skilled performance. Reseigh, the
3 singles player, lost a difficult
match with CWRU opponent. Allen,
in the fourth singles position, won
easily in straight sets by a final tally
8-- 3.

5--

-

SEEKING FINANCIAL
AID?

CRUISE SHIP
EMPLOYMENT

800-276-49-

1-5-

1-800--

800-276-065-4,

assembling circuit boards
electronic components at home,
Experience unnecessary, will
train- - Immediate openings in
your local area. Call
1 , ext. C200
680-78- 9

955-2905

Fishing Industry. Learn how
students can find high paying
jobs while experiencing
Alaska's adventure! For
ext.
information:
A5562 1 (We are a research &
publishing company.)

$200-$50- 0

HELP WANTED

first-tea- m

all-NC-

in their home opener.
In the game against Wheaton,

Lady Scot tennis squashes CWRU

6--

ALASKA SUMMER

leadership positions.
Leading the offensive charge for
. Wooster are two sensational sophomores, Kate Messer and Robin
Woodard. Last year, Messer led the
conference in scoring with 45 goals
and 28 assists to earn her
accolades.
and
Woodard supported the offense with
herexceptional passing and defense.
She tallied 20 goals and 9 assists last
season.
Anchoring the Wooster defense
and providing key leadership will
be goalkeeper Susannah Sprang '97,
who earned second-teahonors. Also on defense will be
Jeanine Edmonds '99 and Sarah
Hibler 00.
The Scots will also be looking to
some fresh talent Leah Dwyer '99

1

--

et

5--

6--

9--

the girls did not play the third set,
to settle
but opted for a
the match. By this point, the Lady
Scots had already clinched the team
victory. So, the result of the tiebreaker was relatively insignificant.
However, Shriver won the tiebreaker
In the sixth position, Jen Hogue
'99, despite a sore right elbow, was
able to defeat her opponent,
tie-break-

er

9-- 7.

6-- 4,

7-'-

5.

4--

of

6-- 2,

6-- 2.

Wooster won the final two singles
In the fifth position,
Shriver gave the team a scare after
she dropped the first set. However,
she soon got her game hack on track
and was able to pull off the victory
in the second set. Due to the cold.

matches.

This was the first NCAC match
for Wooster and the win got their
conference play off in the right manand 6--4 overner improving to
all.
1-

-0

Time for fun

and excite-

ment!

Cover the Scot golf
teams all season long!
Eniov the beautiful
Wooster spring.
Spare us from writing
the entire section.
Earn valuable tips.
Call Joe at 4354

or

Luke at 4356
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7-- 2.

1

7--

two-for-t-

4

7--

7--

er

1-

lla

6-- 6.

ot

b--

run.
The Scots proceeded to tie
with catcher Matt
Jackson 97 and Urban each driving
in two runs. On the 1th. they deciDave Brenner
mated Charleston
game, givcomplete
a
'99 pitched
on four
run
earned
one
only
up
ing
hits. Urban continued his torrid
streak, going four lor lour with a
double and two RBIs. On March 12.
and
the team crushed Beloit
went on to best Emory 4 and 3
Ben Maibach
in a doubleheader.
"00 and Mike Morris '99 each
pitched a win. and Drew Binkowski
IX) picked up a save and a win.
goinir all seven innings in the third
game of the day. Over the three
jramcs. Chris Mihm "99 drove i:: six
runs and Snviicr !m in three. 'I inner.
Morris, Mihir. and Kinney each'hit
one homerun.
March 13 featured adoubleheader
with Kenyon. Supported w ith eight
runs from his teammates, Rodgers
pitched a four hit shutout in the first
game. Maibach drove in four runs,
sluggingahomerandadouble. Brian
Claypool 99 also chipped in a two-ru- n
dinger. In the second game,
Wooster won 1 thanks to Flinner's
two homeruns and three RBIs. Van
Dyke hurled the complete game with
five hits and seven Ks. .
Ripon handed Wooster its only
Mis-souri-Ro-

While in Florida, ihc Scot baseball team crushed nearly every opponent it faced. With characteristic
skill and unexpected success, the
young team leveled such rivals as
Emory. Kenyon. and Simpson on
.
the way to a record of 1
admitted
surprise.
"It was a big
Head Coach Tim Pettorini. "I was
hopeful, but you never really know
how you're going to do. We start
three freshman and four sophomores, and that's really unusual for
our program." The new talent, however, exceeded his expectations, and
PcUormi's team is off to a red-hstart.
The trip started vvuh a double-headagainst Simpson on March
9. The Scots won both games handIn the lirsl game.
ily. 3 and I
Matt Rodgers 97 pitched six scoreless innings, striking out seven.
Trevor Urban and Travis Snyder
T99s) both hit solo homeruns. and
shortstop Jim Bartlett '98 hit a two
run shot. In the second game. Dan
Van Dyke '98 pitched six innings,
giving up only six hits and one run,
and Jeff Gostlin 99 pitched a scoreless inning of relief. Bartlett went
with two RBIs, and
Bryan Kinney '00 slugged two
doubles, picking up three RBIs.
Shane Flinner went
Fellow f
1

with a double and a

ur

1

-1.
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rst-ye- ar
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loss on March 15, but the team recovered to crush them 1 the next
day. Rodgers gave up just one run
and four hits in six innings, and
Binkowski pitched a scoreless inning of relief. Mihin. Maibach and
Snyder each went two for three, and
Mihin. Bartlett and Flinner drove
one run in each. Urban hit a two-ru- n
homer, and Wtxjster's vengeance
was reaped.
Van Dyke pitched another shutout to best Hope 0 on the 17th.
supported by an Urban homer and
Jackson's run on Maibach's sacrifice. The next day the team faced
Grand View for w hat would be their
only extra inning game of the road
trip. The team gave up only one
earned run. but errors hy ii:n licit,
and Snvdcr and a wild pitch
proved costly as
Binkowski
by
Grand View scored three unearned
Flinner
runs. The final score:
got the w in. pitching 4.6 innings of
relief, and Morris got the final out
Flinner helped his
for the save.
pitching efforts by driving in two.
Jackson drove one over the fence
and garnered two RBIs. including
the
The Scots finished the trip by annihilating Oberlin 10-- 0 in just five
innings. Appearing in his first game,
Sean Malone '99 clubbed three
' please see SCOTS BATS
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catcher Matt "Action" Jackson, batting .364 so
Senior
start.
Scots to an outstanding
the
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Scot track teams rev up for the Wooster Invitational

While many students were relaxing on tropical beaches or in front of
the television over Spring Break,
the 1997 Men's and Women's track
teams were in Tallahassee. Florida
diligently preparing for the upcoming outdoor season. Head Coach
Dennis Rice hopes to build upon a
strong indoor season, as both teams
finished a strong 2nd at the conference meet.
Their trip to Florida included two
meets, the Florida State
Open and the Florida State Relays,
as well as some of the best athletes
sprinter Damian Dollard '98 has
seen. "The level of competition was
phenomenal. It was great to compete with guys from Division I
schools, and trade tips with some
of the best." Dollard teamed up
non-scoring

with Tim Sir Louis '00, Steve
Dornbos '97 and Tony Kauke 97 at

Men's Baseball
Sat. March 29 - CWRU (2) (H) 1
p.m.
Tues. April I - John Carroll (A)
3 p.m.

Bartholomew '00 in the shot and
disc with throws of of 42 and 1 375"
respectively. Andrew Dawson 99
ran 4:05.9 in the 1500 meters, with
Kauke following close behind with
a time of 4:08. Scott Walker ran the
400m hurdles in 57.7s, and Dollard
glided over the 1 10m high hurdles
in 15.5s. In the grueling 10,000m
run Willie Drexler '97 finished in
33:19m.
Not as many women made the trip
to Tallahassee, as many were stuck

working on I.S. Yet the younger
women were still able to get some
solid training done, and as sprinter
Melissa Eging '98 explained, "Not
only did we get a lot of great training
in, but the experience also gave us
an opportunity to bond, which was
great". Highlights of the trip for the
Women included Deidtra Reid '99
and Tracy Wilkes '99 in the shot put
with throws of 37'3 14" and 34' 9
12". respectively. Beth Huffman
'OOcovered the metric mile in 4:54.8.
Eging ran 633 in the 400 meter
dash, with Niccole Cook '00 on her
heels, coming in at 64.5. Laurie
Cappel '99 finished the 400 m
hurdles in 72 seconds flat with Heidi
B uffington run ni ng close behi nd fi
in 74.
Coach Rice expects both teams to
compete for conference titles this
spring. Both teams will battle
Wittenberg and Ohio Wesleyan,
with the men also working to top

Men's Lacrosse

Women's Lacrosse

the Florida State Open to turn in a
time of 3:35.9 in the sprint medley,
just 0.9 seconds shy of the school
record.
After a bout with mononucleosis
sidelined him from the NCAC indoor meet, Chad Atwell '97 pole
vaulted 13 6" at the Florida Stae
Open, and topped that with a vault
of 13 II 14" at the Florida State
Relays. Other top performers for

BRAD TOWNSEND

the

--

men

included

Shane

n-ish-

ing

'

Both men's and
women's squads are
with combinations of youth and experience that should make for an

Allegheny.

well-balance-

d,

exciting season.
Women to watch include NCAC
indoor middle distance runner of
the year Michelle Poole '97 in the
1500m and 800m. At the national
meet, she placed 12th in the 1500.
with Huffman also competing in the
middle distance events. Eging.
Cook, and Mia Rapier will lead the
talented corps of sprinters. Ebony
Green '97 and Amber Green "97 as
well as Reid and Wilkes will lead
the Scots in the field events. Distance runners include Julie Heck
'97, Emily Gorka '99, and Ellen
Freeman 97,who also holds the

school's steeplechase record.
(Crystal Mohn '99 and Sarah Kruse
'99 will be helping to introduce pole
vaulting to the Lady Scots as this is
the first year women will compete

in the event. Mohn will also join
Cappel in the hurdle events.
On the men's side, experienced
sprinters Jamie Falquet '98. Anthony
Wheeler '98. and Steve Dornbos
'98, with Ian Lauer '00 and Sir Louis.

Middle distance runners include
Kauke. Dawson and Brendan
McCabe '99. with Drexler and Josh
Baird '98 in the longer distance
events.
Dollard and Walker will be work-

with an
ing on their Hurdler
cast of Bartholomew,
all First-YeRyan Dansak, and Josh Martin in
the field events. Atwell. Jeff Kinat
'97. Jeff Pattison '99. and Sir Louis
will be pole vaulting.
Both teams open the outdoor season with The Wooster InvitaP nal
this Saturday. Action begins at 1:00
am. for the 10 team fields with javelin. Come watch what hopes to be
the start of two Championship sea
sons.
3-ste- ps,

ar
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The upcoming week in Sports:

Sat. March 29 - Geneseo (A) 1
p.m.
Wed. April 2 - OWU (H) 4 p.m.

Sat. March 29 - OWU (A) 1 1 p.m.
Wed. Apil. 2 - OWU (H) 4 p.m.

Outdoor Track

Men's Tennis
Sat. March 29 - Rochester (A)
p.m.

1

Sat. March. 29-- Wooster
Invitational (H) 1 a.m.
1

.

